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Abstract— This paper presents heuristic method to find 

optimal location of PMU to make power system observable. 

This Optimal PMU Placement (OPP) is optimization 

problem which has been solved using SA             (simulated 

annealing).This method has been coded in the MATLAB 

and applied to different IEEE test systems up to 118 buses. 

Moreover OPP is offline optimization problem.The number 

of PMUs required is almost one third of system buses 

however their numbers actually depends on the topology of 

the Network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Phasor measurement units (PMU) was invented in 1988 by 

Dr.Arun G. Phadke and Dr.James S. Thorp at Virginia Tech. 

(1) Steinmetz‟s technique of phasor calculation evolved into 

the calculation of real time phasor measurements which are 

synchronized to an absolute time reference provided by the 

Global Positioning System. 

With the increasing interest in the Wide Area 

Monitoring and Control, there is a growing interest in the 

microprocessor based relays and disturbance recorders to 

provide an additional Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) 

measurement. PMUs become more and more attractive 

because they can provide synchronized measurements of 

real-time phasor of voltage and currents. State estimator 

plays an important role in the security of power system 

operations. 

One of the most important issues that need to be 

considered in the emerging technology of PMUs is site 

selection. The intended system application influences the 

required number of installations. The cost of PMUs limits 

the number that will be installed. The placement sites are 

also limited by the available communication facilities, the 

cost of which might get higher than that of the PMUs. 

Proper choice of location of PMU is necessary to meet the 

criteria of cost and the intended PMU applications.  

Work was done for the minimal PMU placement 

considering the complete system observability as a 

constraint by T.L.Baldwin, L.Mili, M.B.Boisen, and 

R.Adapa. (1) Various methods are being described that are 

applied for optimal PMU placement which are being 

discussed here. These methods can be mathematical method 

or heuristic method. (2) Review based on this paper is very 

useful as various methods are being discussed. 

Simulated annealing method is one of the heuristic 

method which is used for optimized placement of PMU (3). 

For minimal placement of PMU, Each branch were 

initially assigned pseudo-measurements(5).The described 

minimal PMU placement uses both, a modified bisecting 

search and a simulated annealing based method which was 

called as dual search method. Modified bisecting search was 

used for fixing the number of PMU‟s i.e. it fixes the number 

of PMU‟s for a particular selected section. (4) 

Here, simulated annealing is being used for various 

standard IEEE test system. 

II. PHASOR MEASUREMENT UNIT MODEL 

 
Fig. 1: PMU MODEL 

PMU model and block diagram is almost similar to 

that of Microprocessor based on Numerical relays except a 

GPS receiver.The analogue inputs are derived from PT‟s 

and Ct‟s placed at all buses and feeders originating from 

substation. All the three phases are used so that positive 

sequence measurements could carried out. The current 

voltage signals are brought down to match with the 

requirement of analogue to digital converters. 

III. OPP PROBLEM FORMATION 

This paper uses simulated annealing to solveOptimal PMU 

placement problem for complete network observability 

Rules for Optimal PMU Placement (4) 

(1) All buses connected to a directly observable bus 

are observable themselves. 

(2) If a bus without injection is observed and all but 

one of its connecting buses is observed, then the 

unobserved bus becomesobserved. 

(3) An unobserved bus without injection connected 

only to observedbuses is itself observable. 

(4) If all the buses neighbouring buses with injection 

are observable,then that bus is also observable 

provided injection measurementis available at this 

bus is available i.e. it can also betreated like zero 

injection bus. 

The needs of the network topology information can be 

expressed as a bus adjacency matrix (BM) and the scheme 

of PMU placement can be expressed as an array (PA). BM 

can be designed to be a diagonal symmetry matrix for a 

network with n nodes.  PA is designed to be an N-

dimensional array. Binary encoding is adopted for both the 

matrix BM and the array PA as follow: 

BM =1 if node I and j are adjoining, 

   Else, BM = 0, 

PA = 1 if node i with PMU  

   Else, PA = 0 if node i without PMU 
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IV. SIMULATED ANNEALING FOR OPP 

Simulated Annealing (SA) is a technique that finds a good 

solution to an optimization problem, by trying random 

variations of the current solution. A worse variation is 

accepted as the new solution with a probability that 

decreases as the computation proceeds.  

Slower cooling schedule is used as the slower the 

cooling schedule, or rate of decrease, the more likely the 

algorithm is to find an optimal or near-optimal solution. By 

analogy with this physical process, each step of the SA 

algorithm replaces the current solution by new solution, 

which is chosen with a probability that depends both on the 

difference between the corresponding function values and 

also on a global parameter (T) temperature. Temperature is 

gradually decreased during the process. (6)  

The procedures can be subdivided into several 

main steps, as follows: 

(1) Select an initial condition X0 from the approve 

solution space. Here, it is considered that PMU is 

placed on all the buses. 

(2) Select the initial control temperature T0. 

(3) Select number of iterations.  

(4) Create a random disturbance in the approve 

solution space, then gain a new state X1, calculate 

its target function value f (X1). 

(5) Check, whether it satisfies f(X1) < f(X0), if yes, 

then accept the new state X1 as the current state; if 

not, then judge whether it satisfy X1 according to 

Metropolis rule, if yes, then accept the new state X1 

as the current state, else accept the state X1 as the 

current state; 

(6) Lower the control temperature T according to some 

predetermined factor.       

(7) Check for the best solution obtained. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Flowchart for Sa Method 

Given method considers a sequence of search 

intervals with upper and lower limits as the number of 

PMU‟s which make the system observable and 

unobservable. Within each iteration, a point is selected to 

become a new upper or lower limit. The next point selected 

is 0.5 of the previous value. 

To be the initial temperature, B is a multiplicative 

scaling factor, and „cycle‟ is the iteration counter of the 

temperature steps in the algorithm. In this particular 

application, the parameter T is stepped down from an initial 

value of 15 to 0.0869 using a scaling factor of 0.879, 

yielding Ti = 0.879 Ti-1.The scaling factor has been chosen 

so that after 40 steps have been taken, a preselected lowest 

temperature T, has been achieved.  

The simulated annealing-based algorithm 

terminates if either of three criteria are satisfied. The first 

stopping rule is that the objective function E, chosen to be 

the number of unobservable buses, reaches its minimal value 

of zero.The second stopping rule is that there are no PMU 

placement sets accepted by the Metropolis algorithm for a 

given control temperature the third rule is that a lowest 

allowed control temperature, is reached. 

V. TEST RESULTS OBTAINED 

This methodology  discussed here for OPP is  now  applied  

to  different  IEEE  test  system  to  validate  the  code  

developed  in MATLAB. The important details for OPP for 

IEEE test systems are listed below. 
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Sr 

No. 
Test System 

No of 

PMU 
PMU Buses 

1 
IEEE 14 Bus 

System 
4 2     6     7     9 

2 
IEEE 30Bus 

System 
12 

1    4   7     9    10    12   13    

18    24    25    27    28 

3 
IEEE 57 Bus 

System 
17 

1     4     6    13    20    22    25    

27    29    32 36 

3941    45    47    51    54 

4 
IEEE 118Bus 

System 
32 

3       7     9    11    12    17    

21    25    28    34 

37    41    45   49   53    56    

62    63    68    70 

71    76    79    85    86    89    

92    96   100   105 

110   114 

Table 1: Result of OPP Using Sa Without Considering Zero 

Injection Bus For Various IEEE Test System 

Sr 

No. 
Test System 

No of 

PMU 
PMU Buses 

1 
IEEE 14 Bus 

System 
3 2 6 9 

2 
IEEE 30Bus 

System 
6 1  2   10  18   24  29 

3 IEEE 57 Bus 

System 
11 1  6  13  19  25  29  32  38  

51  54 56 

4 
IEEE 118 Bus 

System 
28 

3  8  11  12  17  21  25  28  

34  35  40 

45  49  53  56  62  72  75  77  

80  85  86 

90  94  102  105  110  114 
Table 2: Result of OPP Using Sa Considering Zero Injection 

Bus Of Various IEEE Test System 

 

 
Fig. 2: Graphical Representation of No. of Pmu's Required 

for OPP for Various IEEE Test System 

 
Fig. 3: Graphical Representation of OPP Using Sa Without 

Considering Zib For Various IEEE Test System With 

Respect To CI 

 

 
Figure 4: Graphical Representation of OPP Using Sa 

Considering Zib for Various IEEE Test System With 

Respect to CI 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Simulated annealing method is used for successively 

OPP.The result of various IEEE test system indicates that 

the number of PMU requirement is depends on network 

topology, interconnection density and number of zero 

injection buses present in the system. Thus Ci and presence 

of ZIB both affects the requirement of PMU for complete 

network observability. 
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